Meet Torch, Your Dragon Alter Ego

Centuries ago, during Medieval times of fantastical creatures and epic quests, Earth was overrun by terrifying dragons. Pillaging towns, hoarding treasure, and enslaving humans, these flying beasts were relentless in their pursuit of wealth and resources. Then one day, they suddenly vanished, off to seek even more treasures in the far reaches of the galaxy.
It was not brave knights that caused their disappearance, but the desire for infinite glory within the galaxy! Lead by King Blaze, the immortal serpents have been traversing space to take any planet they see.
Tired of Blaze’s satisfaction with his treasure, younger brother Torch plots to usurp his own blood in a competition through their home galaxy. Confident of victory, Blaze accepts, declaring an open race for rulership! Will our adorable villain be able to overcome all to steal the crown?
To Compete, You’ll Need

• Windows 7 or 8
• Xbox Controller (suggested) or Keyboard
• 1.6 GHz CPU
• 1024 MB RAM
• Graphics card that supports DirectX 9.0c and Shader Model 1.1
To Set Up the Race

1. Insert Draco’s Descendants installation CD into your computer’s CD drive.
2. Double-click on the installer to the setup application.
3. Follow the prompts to install Draco’s Descendants.
4. Double-click on Draco’s Descendants to launch the game.
To Race, You Will Need To
Dodge Danger

While obstacles and fire cannot kill such illustrious, immortal beasts, they can still slow Torch down enough to cost him the crown. Help him weave through whatever falls into his path!
Hinder Your Foes

If you time Torch’s fire breath correctly, it can save his skin, by lighting gas planets or other competitors on fire!
To Do This, You Will

Use An Xbox Controller

Or A Keyboard

Movement

Pause

Fire Breath

Restart
Along The Course, You’ll Encounter
Terrene Planets

These planets are impassible and have gravitational force proportional to their size. Use gravity carefully to slingshot your way past these planets and into the lead!
Lava Planets

Like terrene planets, dragons cannot fly through lava planets, and they have gravitational force proportional to their size. They will periodically shoot solar flares, which will disable movement if they collide with Torch. Avoiding these will prevent Torch from losing control and time!
Gaseous Planets

Gaseous planets also have gravitational force proportional to their size, but you can fly right through these planets in their gaseous, green forms. Lighting them on fire with Torch’s flame breath will create a flaming planet, disabling enemies’ movement from then on. Strategically light these on fire when you are in the lead to create deadly obstacles for your opponents!
Gates

Gates allow you to progress through the level, and are anchored between two planets. Only the current gate you are on will be displayed, and you cannot complete a lap without going through all of the gates in order. Your Heads-Up Display (H.U.D) will indicate where the next gate will be; use it to progress swiftly!
Are You Ready to Dethrone Blaze?
The Race Creators

Holly Domke - Team Lead, Designer
Jessica Roth - Designer
Siyao Sun - Programmer
Mike Jalkio - Programmer
Justin Bard - Programmer
Will Peck - Head Programmer